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With the launch of Nokia 710 Lumia Blue, Nokia has once again tried to draw the attention of its
fans. Nokia Sabre is another name of this smart mobile phone. It is armed with eye-popping design
and large number of useful features.

Following are few of the mesmerizing facts about Nokia 710 Lumia Blue-

The eye-catching body of the handset is approximately 125.5 grams heavy, while Nokia 710 Lumia
Blue is 119 x 62.4 x 12.5 mm, 81.1 cc in measurement. If we talk further, the device is MicroSIM
card support only and carries Gorilla Glass display and Nokia ClearBlack display with it.The TFT
capacitive touchscreen (16M colors and 480 x 800 pixels) of 3.7 inches (~252 ppi pixel density) has
left no stone for complaining in any term.

Also, the supportive functions are there to leave you stunned in form of Multi-touch input method,
Accelerometer sensor for UI auto-rotate and Proximity sensor for auto turn-off.

The importance of Nokia 710 Lumia Blue has been raised by adding Microsoft Windows Phone 7.5
Mango along with 1.4 GHz Scorpion processor, Adreno 205 GPU, Qualcomm MSM8255
Snapdragon chipset, 3D Graphics HW Acce.

If you canâ€™t compromise with connectivity segment, Nokia 710 Lumia Blue is the phone for you
because WAP 2.0/xHTML, HTML5, RSS feeds, Class 33 GPRS & EDGE, 3G HSDPA (14.4 Mbps),
HSUPA (5.76 Mbps), WLAN Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n, USB and Bluetooth connections have been
ladened in this super cool smartphone.

Apart from making calls and sending SMS (threaded view) and MMS, users can also stay
connected through Instant Messaging, Push Email (YahooÂ® Mail, Gmailâ„¢, Nokia Email, Hotmail &
Windows Liveâ„¢) and Email with Attachments.To add the significance of Nokia 710 Lumia Blue, the
designer has empowered the gismo with A GPS Navigation with Maps, Document viewer and Social
Network Integration.

You will be storing as much as data you want by using 8 GB storage, 512 MB RAM.Nokia 710
Lumia Blue also possesses Stereo FM radio with RDS and audio/video player along with Audio
Streaming and Speaker.Moving ahead, games and handsomely packed 5 MP camera will also
catch attention of valuable users.
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